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william 01-21 12:49 PM And the visa I-797 has been mailed to me. Hi Ashwani, Assuming, you have filed your
I-485 application (I think you have), now your I-485 based-I-864 is valid. Just verify your employment status

with your employer. Next step is you can file I-829 (supporting I-765). Right now, your situation should be the
same as that guy mentioned in this post. To make you informed, your I-829 needs to be filed in person at US

consulate at your I-485 filing city (because you have I-485 on the same day - I think). Then, they will issue you
6 (6) month's visa stamping at your I-485's city. My situation was same as yours (but just one day diference)
but luckily I do not need time to verify my work status at work - my employer has already verified it. I hope
this will help you. ashwani 12-26 08:46 PM Hi Everyone, I am asking for help here in getting the "apostille"

translated. Thanks in advance to anyone who takes the time to read this. mog123 04-18 03:50 PM I got this
error when I tried to upload documents on immiweb service, I call them, they told me that it is impossible to
upload file of > 500 mb. I am not sure it is due to my error. Whats your thoughs? But what bothers me is that
when the broker tried to send the GC letter they were being told that they have exceeded the allowed limit.
For a fee ( I have not seen what amount but it was not cheap) my attorney did a better job of setting up a

website for me. According to US immigration lawyer, that particular site is very unsophisticated and it could
be a big problem. What I also found was that the portal I created for them was much more expensive than
some "direct" uploading from a PC with my fresh GC.Q: How to install postgres in docker container which

already has postgres installed? I'm trying to setup docker container which contains my rails application (nginx
+ passenger) and PostgreSQL database which lives on another system and is not under c6a93da74d
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